Citizen Insights:
Measuring success for citizen engagement

Executive
Summary
Increasing citizen engagement
is top of mind for many, if not
most, communities right now. As
the last two years have shown,
organizations, residents, and local
businesses are eager to access
city services without needing to
visit offices, while also being kept
apprised of what is happening
across the city. From “always on”
availability and convenient access
from any device, citizens want the
ability to engage with services on
their terms to satisfy their specific
needs and lifestyle.
With a drive for more citizen engagement brings a need for
more digital, accessible experiences for city services. From
accessing garbage and recycling schedules, paying property
taxes online, and reporting a problem through online forms,
cities are already taking action on this more interactive level
of customer service. There are many solutions and tactics to
approach this digital landscape – so how can communities
be sure they are moving in the right direction to provide city
services in a way that truly satisfies the needs of their citizens?
The key to communities’ success lies within how well they
know their citizens. By understanding your citizens wants and
needs, their lifestyle and preferences, you can uncover the
best ways to deliver your city services to keep your citizens
engaged.
To help you get there, we connected with citizens across
Canada to learn about their preferences and expectations
for accessing city services. We partnered with Maru, a global
market research company, to gather feedback from a broad
census of approximately 1500 citizens. We measured the data
to track the evolving demands of residents. We also analyzed
our client activity on municipal sites to map their patterns and
understand what citizens are searching for.

Overall
Overall, these findings represent a valuable resource
for your organization. Learn more about your citizens
and inspire your organization to better support your
community and become a thriving, more connected city
under one online platform.

“Helping municipalities and cities connect with
their citizens is our main goal here at GHD Digital’s
Public Sector Solutions division. And understanding
your citizens needs is the first part. With a greater
knowledge of your citizens under your belt, you can
develop and implement a strategy and integrate new
tools to help you better connect, engage and inform
your residents.”
– Ali Carden,
Head of Products and Platforms, eSolutionsGroup, A GHD Company

Overview
Discover valuable research that uncovers everything
from your citizens most wanted city services
and devices to their preferences on the latest
technology and how well your city services meet their
expectations. This report will include ground-breaking
research on:
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Back to basics:
What do your
citizens want?
Decoding the
devices: Are you
using the right
medium?
A tailored approach:
Do citizens demand
personalized online
dashboards?
Ping, ping, ping! Are
direct notifications
providing the right
kind of nudge?

The real question:
Are municipalities
setting the bar for
city services?
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Back to basics:
What do your citizens
want?
To build a more engaged community, your organization must understand what your citizens truly
need. The truth is, for your organization to be more connected with your citizens, you do not have
to jump into moving every single service online right away. With limited budgets and overflowing
priorities, it’s important for any municipality to zero in on the services your citizens rely on the most
to support their needs.

The popular 3
To get to know your community’s priorities, we asked
Canadian citizens what online services they prefer to access
the most online.
Results showed that most citizens want to report a problem or
concern to their municipality. This may not come as a surprise,
however, as communities have become more transparent and
open with gathering feedback from their residents. Knowing
that citizens are keen to connect online, encourage your
organization to open more opportunities for citizens to share
feedback as they are out and about in the community.

Majority of citizens
want to report a
problem/concern

64%
From there, permit and license
applications, and programs and
registration services were among the top
three preferred services citizens prefer to
access.
Given this finding, does your organization
currently offer these services online?
There are many digital avenues your
organization can explore to support
more engagement for these services.
For example, allow citizens to apply for
permits or register for skating lessons
using online forms and eCommerce
capabilities.

Top online services
citizens demand
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Report a problem/
concern (64%)
Permit and license
applications (57%)
Programs and
registration (56%)

Why not go even further and
make these services accessible
all in one central platform? With
Citizen Portal, your citizens
can personalize their top
favorite services using an online
dashboard. This not only helps
save them time accessing what
they need, but also consolidates
your services for staff to easily
manage and update.

Learn more

Interest
by region
Studying citizens interests across Canada provides another
perspective for your organization to consider when increasing
engagement. Having already discovered that citizens most
preferred online service is reporting a problem or concern,
we have broken the results down into each region’s top three
online services (Figure 1.1).
After reviewing your region’s interests, ask yourself if your
organization is currently providing these services in the most
desirable way for your citizens. Opportunities may exist for
many municipalities to better profile these services on the
main page of their website providing an easy avenue for
residents to find what they need, without calling or email city
staff.

Overall,
western Canadian
communities are more
interested in accessing
online services (61%)
than eastern Canada
(39%).

61%
39%

Figure 1.1
Canadian citizens top three preferred online services
by region

REGION

TOP ONLINE SERVICES

British
Columbia

1.
2.
3.

Report a problem/concern (73%)
Garbage and recycling (59%)
Property tax bills (59%)

Alberta

1.
2.
3.

Report a problem/concern (65%)
Programs and registration (63%)
Permit and license applications (62%)

Saskatchewan

1.
2.
3.

Programs and registration (74%)
Report a problem/concern (71%)
Permits and license applications (65%)

Manitoba

1.
2.
3.

Report a problem/concern (70%)
Garbage and recycling (56%)
Permits and license applications (55%)

Ontario

1.
2.
3.

Report a problem/concern (64%)
Permit and license applications (60%)
Property tax bills (55%)

Quebec

1.
2.
3.

Report a problem/concern (61%)
Permit and license applications (52%)
Programs and registration (51%)

Atlantic
Regions

1.
2.
3.

Programs and registration (59%)
Report a problem/concern (53%)
Property tax bills (52%)

Search
Insights
To provide more in-depth insights into the services residents
are searching for, search engine results were analyzed by our
team. Measuring citizens search activity across Ontario, we
get a closer look at what online city services are top of mind.
We also explored the types of permits, bylaws and licensing
services citizens are most keen to access online.
The results reveal opportunity for your organization to build
out your online service areas to satisfy your citizens specific
needs.

Figure 1.3
Top searches citizens have that include “Permit”
building permits
fire permit
permits
pool permit
parking permit
burn permit
building permit
application
sign permit
fire permit
application

Figure 1.2

Figure 1.4

Top 10 searches citizens have for city services

Top searches citizens have that include “Bylaw”

combined permit
searches*
pay parking ticket / pay
parking ticket online
property tax statement
/ property taxes
job / job opportunities /
careers / employment
combined bylaw
searches*
maps

bylaw
zoning bylaw
noise bylaw
fence bylaw
land use bylaw
bylaw complaints
parking bylaw
parking bylaw

zoning

skating / skating
schedule / skating rinks
zoning map
swimming / pool /
schedule

Figure 1.5
Top searches citizens have that include “Licensing”
marriage license
application
dog license
business license
residential rental
licensing

Interest
by age
When looking at how age affects citizens interest in online
services, we received varying results (Figure 1.6). By knowing
the age bracket, your organization can assess how each online
service is delivered to your citizens to ensure it aligns with how
this age group accesses information. It may be a challenge to
cater to each demographic, however, these insights will help
shape where you spend your resources for each service.
For example, the age group most interested in reporting a
problem may be more comfortable accessing your services
through phone rather than the web so there may be less
priority to extend your resources for uploading this service
online. Alternatively, if a service is mostly accessed by an age
group that thrives online, your organization may explore more
online features including online payments, email notifications
and fillable online forms that can be accessible on any device.
To gather this type of information, connect with your citizens
through surveys, focus groups and public discussions so you
can learn each age groups preferences.

Figure 1.6
Canadian region and age most interested in online services
ONLINE SERVICE

REGION MOST INTERESTED

AGE MOST INTERESTED

British Columbia

55+

Permit and license applications

Saskatchewan

35-54

Programs and registration

Saskatchewan

18-34

Garbage and recycling

Alberta

35-54

Property tax bills

Alberta

18-34

Parking ticket payments

Alberta

18-34

Report a problem/concern

Impact for
municipalities
What this data tells us is that most
citizens are craving quick, accessible
services. They want the ability to
jump online to handle their permits,
registrations, and concerns without the
fuss of mailing information or meeting in
person. Citizens share some common
preferences including reporting
concerns, but their preferences towards
other services varies based on their
region and age.

It is also evident that age does affect
citizens preferences and priorities
towards city services. Those who are
older are more likely to own homes
and care about accessing garbage and
recycling and property tax services,
whereas citizens within the younger
age bracket may be more concerned
with their parking tickets, program
registrations and accessing these
services on their mobile phones.

When looking at Canada’s regional
preferences, we learn where
municipalities are hitting the mark and
where there are gaps.

Knowing their preferences is key to
developing citizen engagement strategies
to satisfy each age group.

How Citizen Portal
can help
When you invest
in Citizen Portal,
you unlock the
possibility of
meeting your
citizens needs at
a higher level.

Citizen Portal takes the guessing game out
of what your citizens desire and puts the
power in their hands. By bringing your city
services online, Citizen Portal gives your
citizens a personalized experience where
they can create their own dashboards
with city services that they care about
in one convenient place. This scalable
solution helps your city deliver your
online services in an accessible format.
With a single sign-on portal, users can pay
their property taxes, utilities and even
parking tickets all online, whenever, and
wherever.
When considering Citizen Portal, you are
guaranteeing cost-savings for your online

Comparing
the cost
of inquiry
methods

$ 0.10
Web and online
services

$ 4.00
Phone services

$ 6.50

In-person services

services. In research gathered by PSSDCPSCIOC at Brock University, data was
collected to compare the cost of various
inquiry mediums: $0.10 for web and
online services, $4 for phone services
and $6.50 for in-person services. The
incredible cost-savings your organization
can achieve when switching to an online
solution are undeniable. Your organization
can free up funds typically spent on
traditional methods of customer services
that have weighty costs. Your staff will
also benefit from the free time they gain
back from having less phone calls and
in-person administration. Plus, a web
solution will pay for itself, so there is more
balance for your budget.

If your organization
is ready to level
up your services,
connect with
us to learn how
Citizen Portal can
transform your
customer service.

Speak to
an expert
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Decoding the devices:
Are you using the right
medium?
Many organizations struggle to know
which platform is best to deliver their
services. They have goals to reach as
many citizens as possible, stay current
with the latest technology and overall,
make citizens’ lives easier. When
organizations try to attain this vision
but end up spreading their resources
in multiple directions, it can cause
miscommunication to citizens and
make staff overworked. Especially
when budgets are strained and time
is valuable, deciding what services to

63%

of Canadian
citizens prefer
to access city
services on a
website.

improve can be a constant battle.
To settle your conflicts and guide
your decisions, we asked citizens
what medium they prefer to use when
accessing your services. By knowing
your citizens preferred platforms,
you ensure you are investing in the
right tools and making your services
accessible on the right platforms.

when organizations search for
modern technology to bring more
connectivity to their community, they
look to invest in a mobile app or an
attractive engagement platform that’s
more out-of-the-box and exciting
for citizens to engage. However, this
statistic supports that your website is
what most citizens prefer.

Overall, 63% of Canadian citizens
prefer to access city services
on a website (Figure 2.1). Usually,

All responses
14%

Website

12%
12%

Mobile

62%

Phone
In person

Figure 2.1 – Which device do citizens prefer to
access city services?

Interest
by region
To see if websites have an advantage
across Canada, we measured the
locations of the survey participants.
In figure 2.3, we see the results emphasize
quite clearly that citizens prefer websites
across the country. This outcome shines
a light that organizations may be more
successful investing in their website
capabilities than any other medium to
encourage more engagement with their
services. The only province whose results
were more closely in favor with other
devices was Saskatchewan – where 40%
citizens prefer websites, followed by 36%
citizens prefer mobile apps.

What device is your region most interested in?
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
BC

AB

SK
Website

MB
Mobile app

ON
Phone

PQ
In person

Figure 2.3 – What device is your region most interested in?

ATL

Impact for
municipalities
We have heard repeatedly that municipalities believe the mobile app will transform their citizen
engagement but given these results, and the expensive nature of mobile apps, is it a worthwhile
investment?
Focusing on websites and portals with responsive designs that work on any device could be
worthwhile. There are many advanced capabilities a website can provide as a cost-effective
solution to increase user engagement. When doing your research, consider accessible add-on
capabilities that your content management system can support. This could include eCommerce
for citizens to pay property taxes and parking tickets, feedback forms for reporting concerns,
interactive calendars for promoting events, email subscriptions that notify snow removal events
and garbage pickups, registration features that simplify the process and much more. To build this
type of robust website successfully or any other device to support your services, work with your
organization to develop a phased approach so you can slowly integrate and test these types of
features into your system. This will help give your staff time to embrace the new service delivery
method and exceed your citizens expectations.
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A tailored approach:
Do citizens demand
personalized online
dashboards?
Personalized portals have become a growing trend across various industries, providing a self-serve
way for clients to engage with content that is most relevant to them. But what about portals for
municipalities? In our research, we pitched this idea to our survey participants to hear what their
opinion was of the personalized online dashboard.

The verdict
Although this came to survey participants as a new concept,
results showed that overall, 72% of Canadian citizens are
interested in using a personalized online dashboard to access
city services. This is significant considering citizens have not
been exposed to such a new way of accessing services.

28%
Not
Interested

72%
Interested

Figure 3.1 – Canadian citizen’s interest in a personalized
online dashboard

Overall, 72% of
Canadian citizens
are interested
in using a
personalized
online dashboard
to access city
services.

Interest
by region
When comparing citizens preferences towards a personalized
online dashboard across Canada, we discovered that citizens
in Saskatchewan (80%), Manitoba (79%) and Alberta (78%)
are the most interested out of any other regions (Figure 3.2).

AB

The City of Medicine Hat is
leading the way in providing
residents with a personalized
platform to engage with their
city. Their recently launched
My MH puts the control in
residents’ hands, allowing
them to receive notifications
on garbage day, see their
property taxes and so much
more.

Read their full case
study here

SK MB

Citizen’s interest in personalized online
dashboard by region
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
British
Columbia

Alberta

Saskatchewan

Interested

Manitoba

Ontario

Quebec

Not interested

Figure 3.2 – Citizen’s interest in personalized online dashboard by region

Atlantic
regions

Impact on
municipalities
As we have seen over the last two years, having
a digital first mindset is key for any public sector
organization. The data shows how citizens are
eager and excited to engage with their city online,
and this trend is only expected to increase.
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Ping, ping, ping!
Are direct notifications
providing the right kind
of nudge?
In recent years, many municipalities have joined the bandwagon with direct notifications to support their
communications and service updates. For example, snow events, road closures and school closures are
notices we have in the past accessed on the radio are now being communicated through social media and
websites. Municipalities are starting to use direct notifications to get the message across even sooner to
citizens through email subscriptions. But do residents want more options for direct notifications?

And the citizens
said…
The results revealed 84% of the Canadian citizens would find
direct notifications useful for staying updated with their city
services (Figure 4.1). When we break it down further, data
shows that 38% would find direct notifications particularly
useful and 46% would find them useful.
For a combined 84%, this information is very telling that
municipalities can find success in engaging with citizens
through notification communications. As for the few citizens
who were not in favour of direct notifications, they may be
persuaded to subscribe if you ensure that your notifications
are offering valuable and meaningful information.

84%

of citizens
would find direct
notifications
useful for
staying updated
with their city
services.

Citizens overall interest
in direct notifications
7%
9%
38%
46%

Very useful

Somewhat useful

Somewhat
un-useful

Not at all useful

Figure 4.1 – Citizens overall interest in direct
notifications

Interest
by age
When addressing citizens interest by age, we found
that Canadian citizens between the ages of 34-55
would find it the most useful (39%) out of any other
age (Figure 4.3). This comes as no surprise as this
generation is technologically inclined. As you can
see in Figure 4.3, the younger generation is also
highly interested in direct notifications with majority
choosing either extremely useful (37%) or useful
(50%). This may be a result of this generation being
more comfortable with receiving high volumes of
notifications through mobile and tablet devices.

Citizens interest in
direct notifications
by age
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Very
useful
18 - 34

Somewhat Somewhat
useful
un-useful
35 - 54

Not at all
useful

55 +

Figure 4.3 – Citizen's interest in direct notifications by age

What this means
for municipalities
By studying citizens preferences toward receiving direct
notifications about city services, organizations can gain
insights into how to connect with citizens more directly.
Before you start sending out notifications for all services,
consider narrowing down what services would help
improve citizens’ experience with direct notifications. For
example, garbage and recycling notices, construction
updates and weather reports may be valuable for
citizens to receive notifications on. Keep in mind that you
are communicating information that is up to date and
informative for the specific service, so users can rely on
your notifications as a helpful resource.
Direct notifications can be received in a variety of
mediums. For example, direct notifications can come
from users subscribing to web pages, email newsletters,
social media pages and even apps. Host focus groups and
discussions with your citizens to learn where they would
like to receive the notifications for an even more intuitive
approach. Research your options and gather feedback to
make sure the tools you use create efficiencies for your
internal communications staff as well.
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The real question: Are
municipalities meeting
citizens expectations
for city services?
Now that we have done a deep dive into citizens insights, it is time to ask the real question – are
municipalities currently setting the bar for city services and meeting citizens demands? We often
see organizations in a state of innovation where their focus is on what’s not working and what
improvements need to be made. We believe it’s important to take a step back to celebrate the
achievements and impact your organization has made in your community.

Performance
results
Statistics showed that 66% of citizens say their city meets
or exceeds their expectations for city services. This
data proves that while there is still room for improvement,
municipalities are making progress towards more engaged
citizens through their city services.

66%

80%
70%
60%
50%

of citizens say
their city meets
or exceeds their
expectations for
city services.
How well city services
meet citizens expectations
9%

How regions
meet citizens
expectations for
city services

4%

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
BC

AB

SK

MB

ON

QC Atlantic
Regions

Figure 5.2 – How regions meet citizens expectations for
city services

Performance
by region
When analyzing municipalities performance across
Canada, we see that Saskatchewan citizens (69%) are the
most satisfied with their city services over any other region.
Alberta and British Columbia are close to follow with their
city services reaching 65% citizen satisfaction. Overall,
citizens responses range from 49-69% satisfied. This is
significant for municipalities to celebrate and encourage
communities to continue seeking opportunities to engage
increasingly with citizens for improved satisfaction.

25%
62%

Exceeds my expectations

Meets my expectations

Meets some of my
expectations

Fails to meet my
expectations

Figure 5.1 – How well city services meet citizens
expectations

What this means for
municipalities
It’s important for your organization to reflect on how your services are
performing in general. This data can be helpful for your organization to
compare with its strategic goals as a benchmark for your success and
future planning. To continue tuning in to your citizens needs and help
raise this statistic, focus on the data shared throughout this research.
Find out what your citizens need most, what their preferred method
to access your services are and understand where your citizens are at
with digital services. By taking this extra step, your community is sure to
develop more positive citizen engagement in the future.

Summary
These citizen insights are here to educate your
organization so you can better understand your citizens
needs and turn this knowledge into actionable ways to
improve your city services and make them more engaging
to citizens.
As the data shows, engagement is not something
municipalities can build in a day. It will continue to shift and
flex as citizen demands sway and technology transforms.
The variance across citizens interests, based on their
region, age and other demographics will also continue to
fluctuate. The more we understand and are in tune with
our citizens, the better we can serve our communities and
create a place we all enjoy working in, live and play!

If your organization
is ready to improve
how you offer your
city services, learn
how Citizen Portal
can help transform
your services and
boost your citizen
engagement.

Start engaging now

